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ABSTRACT
Revisitation – returning to previously-visited locations in a document – is commonly done in the
digital world. While linear navigation controls provide a spatial representation of the document
and allow effective navigation in short documents, they are not effective in long documents,
particularly for revisitation. Bookmarks, search and history dialogs, and “read wear” (visual marks
left as the user interacts with the document) can all assist revisitation; however, for long documents
all of these tools are limited in terms of effort, clutter, and interpretability. Inspired by visual cues
such as coloured edges and “thumb indents” in hardcopy books, recent work has proposed artificial
landmarks to help users build up natural spatial memory for the locations in a document; in long
documents, however, this technique is also limited because of the number of pages each landmark
represents. To address this problem, this thesis proposes a Double-Scrollbar design that uses two
columns of artificial landmarks that can provide greater specificity for spatial memory and
revisitation in long documents. We developed three versions of landmark-augmented DoubleScrollbar, using icons, letters, and digits as landmarks. To assess the performance and usability of
the Double-Scrollbar design, two studies were conducted with 21 participants, each visiting and
revisiting pages of a long document using each of the new designs, as well as a single-column
design and a standard scrollbar. Results showed that two levels of icon landmarks were
significantly better for assisting revisitation, and were preferred by participants. The two-level
artificial-landmark scrollbar is a new way of improving revisitation in long documents by assisting
the formation of more precise spatial memories about document locations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION1
Since the emergence of computers, viewing and manipulating different types of digital content has
become an essential function of computational work. The increased power of computers over the
course of time has led to a widespread use of them to open, view, and review different types of
long documents, such as long audio podcasts, multi-hundred-page text files, or long genome
sequences. Digitized documents provide ease of access, storage, duplication, and sharing to users.
However, they have some downsides, such as poor support for revisitation (i.e. finding a location
in a document that the users have been to before). For example, digital documents lack the physical
cues that physical books normally have (e.g. indentations or colored page edges) that help readers
with navigation tasks. Due to the importance of revisitation in digital contexts, this thesis
introduces a new interaction method that takes advantage of artificial landmarks as added cues to
help people revisit locations in a document.
Revisitation is the process of navigating to a location in a document or interface that has been
visited in the past. People tend to repeat a task over the course of time for different purposes. For
example, they visit their favorite websites on the internet on a daily basis, open their favorite apps
on an hourly basis, call certain phone numbers repeatedly, or bookmark or highlight parts of a
book or a document to revisit them faster in future. Previous research suggests that revisitation is
commonplace. In 1993, Greenberg reported that 57% of telephone numbers are redialed [35], and
Lee found that 75% of Unix commands are entered frequently [53]. Cockburn and McKenzie also
found that 81% of web pages have been previously visited by the users [20]. As another example,
Alexander et al. analyzed log activity of 14 participants who used Microsoft Word and Adobe
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Reader for 120 days, and realized that of the 2700 documents that were navigated, 29% had been
revisited at least once [4].
Even though there are different techniques to assist with revisitation, none of them works very
well in long documents. Previous techniques can be put into two main groups: explicit and implicit
revisitation tools.
Explicit revisitation tools require users’ active engagement. For example, bookmarking is a
common tool in many interfaces to aid revisitation. However, many users do not add bookmarks
because of the effort: thinking about when to place a bookmark (and going through menus to get
to the bookmark menu and then typing a label for the bookmark) can be a burden to users as it
interrupts their train of thought.
Implicit revisitation tools are decided upon by the system, rather than users. Read Wear is an
example of an implicit revisitation device: this technique helps with revisitation by placing marks
on the screen (e.g. the scrollbar) based on user behavior. The advantage of this method is that it
places marks automatically as users read the document (e.g. the time users spends on a specific
page), which does not interrupt users’ train of thought. However, implicit techniques can
sometimes miscalculate the areas of interest (e.g., if the user is interrupted by another action such
as a phone call).
A different type of implicit support for revisitation is the idea of artificial landmarks – that is,
placing spatially stable landmarks on a scrollbar, movie slider, or background of a menu.
Landmarks assist users in building spatial memory of locations in documents, and can be effective
in supporting revisitation (e.g. Uddin et al. showed that icon landmarks can benefit revisitaition
[88, 90]). However, current designs for augmenting navigation controls with artificial landmarks
show shortcomings when it comes to revisitation in long documents, due to the limited number of
icons that can be accommodated into widgets such as a scrollbar.
In this thesis, we designed an augmented interface with artificial landmarks on a two-level
scrollbar to accommodate much longer documents than what have been considered previously.
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The artificial landmark approach removes the effort of bookmarking, and the two-level design
allows much finer granularity in the mapping between locations and landmarks.

1.1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Even though revisitation in digital interfaces is a common task, current revisitation techniques are
not effective in long documents. In particular, artificial landmark techniques are not well suited to
long documents because the mapping between locations and landmarks is too coarse.

1.2

SOLUTION

The solution to the problem stated above is to add another level of landmarks to previous designs,
to allow a more precise mapping between document locations and landmarks. Two levels of
landmarks means that each location is associated with two landmarks—one coarse-grained and
one fine-grained. The goal of the two-level design is to improve precision through the added
specificity of landmarks. This potential advantage has the cost, however, of users needing to
remember two landmarks for each location.

1.3

STEPS IN THE SOLUTION

Our solution has been implemented in three parts as follows:
1.3.1 Implementation of two-level scrollbar augmented with landmarks
One of our underlying assumptions in this study was that current Single-Scrollbar artificiallandmark designs do not provide fine-grained navigation for long documents. For instance, if a
document is 30 pages long, and the scrollbar is 900 pixels high, each 10-pixel movement of the
scrollbar handle changes the location in the document by a third of a page. Using the same
3

interface, if the document is 900 pages long, each 10-pixel movement of the handle translates into
a 10-page movement, which makes precise selection of a specific page very difficult.
The other problem with previous designs is that when the document is short (e.g. 30 pages) and
there are 30 icons on the scrollbar, each icon will be mapped to one page. This design makes the
formation of memory much easier. In a 900-page document with the same interface, each icon is
mapped to 30 pages, which makes it significantly harder to form a connection. Therefore, in our
design, we divided the content of the document by 30 and called each portion a block no matter
how long the document was. Then, we represented each block of the content with an icon on the
left scrollbar (coarse-grained scrollbar) and then divided each block by 30, mapping these subblocks to 30 icons on the right scrollbar. In this design, if users want to open page 68 of a 900page document, they would have to click on the second icon of the coarse-grained scrollbar and
then the eighth icon on the fine-grained scrollbar (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Double-Scrollbar augmented with icons as landmarks
4

1.3.2 Design variations in scrollbars with landmarks
We augmented our two-level scrollbar design with 30 landmarks (27 pixels in width, 27 pixels in
height, monochrome) added vertically to each scrollbar. Because of the human vision limitations,
we used only 30 landmarks in each scrollbar to ensure that landmarks were easily distinguishable
and understandable. We developed three forms of the augmented scrollbar, using three kinds of
landmarks: letters, digits, and icons. These provided different forms of landmarks and allowed us
to compare the efficiency of different designs.
1.3.3 Composing five long documents
For our two studies, we composed numerous long documents (900+ pages) by putting together
random excerpts from Wikipedia articles on a variety of topics. Contents included text, titles, and
images of different sizes and different alignments.

1.4

EVALUATION

To measure the usefulness of our two-level scrollbar interfaces, we ran a small preliminary study
and a full study to compare them against a standard (unaugmented) scrollbar and the single-level
icon scrollbar seen in previous work [82]. Our goal was to answer the following questions:
•

Does the two-level scrollbar outperform the standard scrollbar and the icon-augmented
Single-Scrollbar?

•

Is the two-level scrollbar easy to use and learn?

•

How well does the single-level design work in long documents?

•

Among icons, digits, and letters, which type of landmark works best?

5

To answer these questions, we carried out two studies (one with five interfaces, and one with four)
in which participants were asked to visit and revisit several locations in long documents, using
each of the interfaces (with different documents for each interface). Users to do a visit were shown
some pages of the document, and for a revisit they had to recall the location of given pages and
browse to find them. The preliminary study clearly showed that the unaugmented scrollbar was
significantly slower for revisitation tasks than all of the artificial-landmark interfaces. Therefore,
the second study removed the standard scrollbar and compared the augmented interfaces in more
detail. Results from both studies suggest that two-level icon scrollbars are faster than single-level
scrollbars, and are not substantially more difficult to learn (see 4.2.4.7) (however, two-level
scrollbars with letters and digits were not faster). Comparing users’ activity logs suggests that they
were able to make effective use of the finer granularity of the two-level icon scrollbar, and that
icons facilitated the formation of spatial memory better than digits or letters. Two-level scrollbars
were also preferred by users.

1.5

CONTRIBUTIONS

The primary contributions presented in this thesis are the following:
First, even though current scrollbars as linear navigation controls in document viewers provide a
spatial representation of the document, they show a clear shortcoming when it comes to supporting
spatial memory. Therefore, they are insufficient for revisitation in long documents. All of the
landmark-augmented interfaces were significantly faster, less prone to error, and preferred more
by users compared to an unaugmented scrollbar. This provides additional evidence that artificial
landmarks can help to develop spatial memory and can improve revisitation performance in long
documents.
Second, two-level icon scrollbars had significantly lower numbers of interactions compared to
single-level icon scrollbars, but were not significantly faster overall.
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Third, by comparing icons, letters, and digits as landmarks in these studies, we showed that icons
were better in facilitating the spatial memory formation, and digits were the worst. Users’
comments suggested that it was easier to form a story that connected the content of the page to the
corresponding combination of the icons on the scrollbars.

1.6

THESIS OUTLINE

The content of this thesis is organized in five chapters. In Chapter Two, we present a literature
review to form a foundation for the research. We first introduce current techniques for improving
revisitation in digital and physical documents. Then, we explore the use of artificial landmarks in
interfaces. Third, we discuss different scrollbar augmentation methods. Fourth, we review the
definition of spatial memory and its application in digital interfaces. Finally, we describe
mnemonics and their role in digital interfaces. In Chapter 3, we will introduce the study interfaces
and provide details on their implementation. In Chapter 4, we explain the experimental setup, and
discuss the results of both studies. In Chapter 5, we discuss the results and provide explanations
for our findings. Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize our findings and primary contributions, and
present future directions that can be explored to complement and add to this research topic.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Augmenting scrollbars with landmarks to address the problem of revisitation in long documents is
based on six areas of research. This literature review gives us insight about current revisitation
techniques, challenges involved with each of them, and possible solutions. In the first section
below we will introduce revisitation and explain why it is important to address it. In the second
and third sections, we will introduce different revisitation techniques in hardcopy and digital
documents that have been used or investigated. We will also discuss the shortcomings related to
each of these methods. Knowledge acquired from the first section as well as drawbacks of current
revisitation methods (discussed in the third section) motivated us to develop the Double-Scrollbar
design as a solution to the existing limitations. Since we took advantage of augmented scrollbars
with landmarks, the fourth section will explore related work on scrollbar augmentation. We will
present different techniques which provided information or ease of access to desired location in
the document using scrollbar augmentation. Exploring different methods of scrollbar
augmentation will assist us with designing a more intuitive and efficient interaction method. In the
fifth section, we will discuss memory-based interaction methods; therein, we explain why
memory-based interactions are crucial and what techniques have been developed to take advantage
of it. Finally, in the last section, we will examine different types of mnemonics as memory tools.
Insight gained in the last two sections will help us augment our scrollbars with landmarks that are
easier to remember and distinguish.

2.1

WHAT IS REVISITATION

Revisitation is a type of user interaction with documents or interfaces that involves navigation to
locations that have been visited in the past, in order to re-access information or re-select tools.
Revisitation in digital contexts involves a variety of activities, including returning to a particular
website [2,8,18,25,42,95], re-accessing or modifying information in a document [82], switching
8

between opened windows or tabs in a browser [50], scrubbing the timeline of video player to find
previously-watched scenes [49], or re-selecting a menu item [83].
An abundance of research demonstrates that revisitation is a common task in digital interfaces. For
instance, in the context of web revisitation, different studies reported that a significant number of
accessed webpages were previously visited in past; the ratio of revisitation to new visits varies
from one study to another, ranging from 58% to 81% [20, 86]. Also, in the area of map revisitation,
Zhao et al. conducted a survey on map browsing habits of 30 users and stated that almost half of
the participants frequently searched their maps for a previously visited locations [89]. As another
example, Alexander et al. examined revisitation in files by logging the Microsoft Word and Adobe
Reader activities of 14 participants for 120 days. They showed that out of the 2700 documents that
were opened, 29% of them had been revisited at least once [4].

2.2

REVISITATION IN HARDCOPY DOCUMENTS

Historical evidence suggests that revisitation tools are almost as old as books. For example,
physical bookmarks are a common revisitation aid – using pieces of paper, leather, or fabric to
keep a places in a book to ensure an easier return to that spot [78]. The form, type, and material
used for bookmarks has gone through many changes but they still serve the same purpose of
helping readers return to where they left off (see Figure 2.1).

9

Figure 2.1. A paper bookmark used to mark where reader ceased reading
Over time, other techniques were developed to improve navigation in reference books (particularly
long documents). For example, “thumb cuts” or indentations in the pages of many dictionaries,
reference books, and religious books offer faster access to the start of a letter or a section of that
book (Figure 2.2, left), and give a reference frame for remembering locations. Coloured edges in
some reference books (Figure 2.2, right) also serve as visual cues to facilitate the re-finding of a
certain part of a document.
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Figure 2.2. Artificial landmarks on books. Left: patterns on page edges and thumb cuts showing
the start of different sections in a dictionary. Right: colored page edges showing different
sections in an anatomy text.

2.3

REVISITATION IN DIGITAL DOCUMENTS AND INTERFACES

Tools developed to support revisitation in long documents can be categorized into two main
groups: explicit and implicit methods.
2.3.1 Explicit revisitation techniques
Explicit revisitation methods are interaction methods that require users’ active engagement in
revisiting areas of interest. In the following we will introduce tools that can be used as navigation
tools or revisitation tools (if the user has visited that location in past). Search bars are one of the
most popular explicit revisitation and navigation tools and are employed in many file browsers,
internet browsers, websites, and document viewers. These widgets facilitate the revisitation
process by highlighting searched keywords and taking users to the respective spot in the document.
However, when the keywords users are looking for are repeated many times in the document, a
search process will turn into a cumbersome process of visiting many locations in the document
and examining each to see if that is the right one (see Figure 2.3). Moreover, the necessity of
knowing the exact keyword is reported to be a major usability issue [8,56,62,84], making the
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search technique less efficient in long documents. Also, search only works in text files and has no
use in audio and video files.

Figure 2.3. The keyword ‘revisitation’ has been repeated many times in the document

Bookmarking is another common revisitation tool in many document viewers and web browsers.
Similar to classic physical bookmarks, bookmark tools in digital interfaces allow users to place
flags in areas of interest within or between documents.
However, there are some major problems regarding the use of bookmarks within documents. First,
users have to identify the pages of interest for revisitation in future, which might not be clear
beforehand. Second, placing and opening a bookmark requires many steps. Users usually need to
go through a hierarchy of menus to find the bookmark menu, come up with a label for a bookmark,
type it in to the dialog, and press a “save” button. To open a bookmark they have to go through the
same menu hierarchy, do a visual search to find the right bookmark from a list of available
bookmarks and finally select it (see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4. MS Word bookmarking menu
Pitkow reported that this long process can discourage users from using this technique and can lead
to suboptimal strategies, such as scrolling and relying on visual search [26]. As shown in the usage
patterns reported by Alexander et al. regarding navigation in Microsoft Word and Adobe Reader,
the overhead cost of bookmarking can discourage use of this feature in the first place [4].
To remove some of the steps involved with placing and invoking bookmarks, Laakso et al.
proposed visualizing bookmarks on the scrollbar [52]. Even though this design provides ease of
access to bookmarks, it fails to address another important issue about bookmarking tools. Reading
demands a focused attention, while manually placing bookmarks requires thinking whether or not
a particular part of the document is worthy of being bookmarked, which constantly interrupts
readers’ train of thought and increases their cognitive and operational load [1,41,42].
2.3.2 Implicit revisitation techniques
The limitations of explicit revisitation tools encouraged many researchers to look for alternative
methods that do not need active engagement to capture locations of interest in a document. Placing
automatic bookmarks or “Read Wear” based on the user’s behavior in reading a document is one
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of the areas they explored. In 1992, Hill et al. designed “edit wear and read wear” techniques that
showed histograms of a user’s visit and edit history on the scrollbar (see Figure 2.5: Left) [38].
This approach later inspired Alexander et al. and Yu et al. to use the time readers spent on a certain
part of the document to place revisitation marks on the scrollbar [4,88]. In their designs, a visit
was defined as a pause for a certain number of seconds on a part of document, and was marked as
a colored cue on the scrollbar based on the recency of revisitation or the number of revisitations.
Skopik et al. introduced a similar idea called Visit Wear by augmenting fisheye views2 with visual
effects to provide more support for revisitation. All of these designs aim to change the task of
revisitation to a combination of visual search memorization [76].

Figure 2.5. Implicit revisitation techniques. Left: Edit Wear and Read Wear (histograms in
scrollbar show amount of user activity with that area of the document). Right: Footprints
scrollbar, showing five previously-visited locations.
However, sometimes this design fails to capture the real intention of users and therefore fails to
serve its purpose. As an example, users might spend more time on a specific page of the document

2

Fisheye view is a visual distortion technique that resembles a fisheye paranematic view, to provide an overview of
bigger part of the dataset at same time with a magnified view of some parts [14].
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for different reasons, including a distracting phone call or a short discussion with a colleague,
which places misleading marks of high importance in the document.
A history list records users’ browsing history to enable faster revisitation of a page. However, since
users visit many pages daily, history lists become long and require a costly visual search to find
an item.
Recency lists are another technique introduced to aid revisitation by providing users with a subset
of recently visited files or commands. For instance, Figure 2.6 shows a list of recently opened files
in Notepad++. The underlying assumption about the recency list is that a clear majority of
revisitations usually happen for the last viewed items. For example, Tauscher et al. showed that
81% of webpage revisitations can be addressed using recency lists [95]. However, the problem
with recency list is that when the number of recently viewed items on the list is large, a visual
search to find the desired option will be cumbersome. Furthermore, if the item users are looking
for is not on the list, it adds another step to the search process which can be costly in terms of
users’ time and satisfaction. Another major problem with recency list is the lack of support for
document revisitation – that is, the parts of a document that are to be revisited are not necessarily
the most recent parts [4].

Figure 2.6. Recency list in Notepad++
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The Back/Forward buttons and visualization of visited hyperlinks (e.g., using a different colour)
are other means of supporting revisitation, mostly in web browsers. However, both techniques are
also limited. For instance, using the Back/Forward buttons, users can only revisit the pages they
have seen in that specific tab and once the tab is closed, they do not have access to those pages.
Furthermore, the stack-based history used in the Back button can be misleading [16]. Similarly,
visually distinguished links (although they can assist revisitation and prevent unwanted
revisitation) are limited in that, first, they can sometimes interfere with the design of a website,
and, second, they may only be visually distinct for a limited time, depending on the browser and
the web page.
Employing spatially stable landmarks and spatial memory to assist revisitation is another body of
research that falls into the category of implicit revisitation tools. Due to the influence of this field
on our work, we discuss it in a separate section.
2.3.3 Landmarks and spatial memory
A landmark is defined by Oxford dictionary [90] as:
“An object or feature of a landscape or town that is easily seen and recognized from a distance,
especially one that enables someone to establish their location.”
Landmarks are stationary and prominent objects around us that serve as cues for navigation and as
memory reference points. By being stationary a landmark serves as a signpost when we are
navigating in its nearby environment. By being prominent, a landmark stands out and stays
recognizable among other objects in its surroundings [47].
Landmarks can be part of the natural world or created by people. Mountains, lakes, trees, or any
other element of a landscape that stands out from its surroundings can be used as a landmark; for
example, the South Saskatchewan river in Saskatoon is a landmark that is clearly differentiable
from its surroundings, and can serve as a reference for other objects around it. Human-made
landmarks include prominent buildings, bridges, statues, and monuments; the Place Riel building
is an example of a landmark at the University of Saskatchewan. People frequently refer to Place
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Riel as a reference point to give directions, or to remember nearby locations (e.g. Louis’ pub is
east of Place Riel).
The presence of landmarks also assists with the formation of spatial memory and consolidation of
the location of relevant objects in memory by establishing relation to the landmark. Spatial
memory is a kind of human memory that is responsible for building a cognitive map of our
surrounding environment by recording locations, directions, routes, and landmarks. Without
spatial memory, humans must always rely on visual search to find the location of objects [68].
Using spatial memory, rats can find food in a maze [57], and taxi drivers can find their route in
London’s streets [48]. Landmarks are an essential part of forming spatial memory, which help
people find associations between the surrounding environment and target locations [15,69].
Researchers have looked at the use of spatially stable landmarks and spatial memory to assist
revisitation. In the context of digital interfaces, researchers have shown that people use different
features that are naturally available in their surroundings as landmarks to assist their spatial
memory in revisitation. For example, Uddin, et al. and Schramm et al. showed that the corners of
the screen or window can be a strong anchor to help people recall toolbar items [53,73,80]. When
natural landmarks were not present, some researchers have introduced artificial landmarks to the
interfaces to assist with revisitation. Artificial landmarks are visual objects that have no purpose
in the system other than to provide a spatial reference. For example, Uddin et al. showed that
adding a background image or set of anchor points (see Figure 2.7) can reduce task completion
time and number of errors in reselecting menu items [82].
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Figure 2.7. Using anchor points (grey squares in left figure) or background image (right figure)
to assist formation of spatial memory
HandMark Menus (see Figure 2.8) are another example of using spatial landmarks to help with
faster menu selection. This technique takes advantage of the user’s knowledge of their hands and
fingers, using them as artificial landmarks to locate menu commands; this is valuable in settings
where natural landmarks are not present in the environment, such as large touch tables [80]. Also,
Cockburn et al. introduced Space-filling thumbnails to assist with the formation of spatial memory
by presenting a single page overview of the document [17]. While Space-filling thumbnails proved
to be effective in short documents, their utility is questionable in long documents when a few
thumbnails cannot provide a comprehensive overview of the documents. In a similar design to
Space-filling thumbnails, Swifter uses a grid of thumbnails of a video during scrubbing actions to
cover a higher number of frames and offer more accuracy in navigation [49].
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Figure 2.8. Hand as artificial landmarks: HandMark menu introduced by Uddin et al. to assist
with revisitation of menu items in large tablets.
Exploring landmarks on linear navigation tools to support revisitation is another area of recent
research into artificial landmarks. Uddin et al. showed that adding thumbnails (see Figure 2.9: e)
and icons (see Figure 2.9: d) next to the scrollbar in a PDF document viewer and to the timeline
of a custom video player (see Figure 2.9: b, c) can lead to faster revisitation compared to
revisitation using a plain scrollbar or timeline [82]. Uddin reported that both icon- and thumbnailaugmented designs were faster and less prone to errors than standard unadorned scrollbars and
sliders. Also, a decrease in the mean completion time and the number of errors for each interface
across all blocks suggested that participants used their spatial memory instead of merely relying
on visual search for revisitation. Although these designs were shown to be a promising way of
helping revisitation in different types of documents, they also showed drawbacks in revisitation
with long documents. For example, the 30 icons or 11 thumbnails on the scrollbar shown in Figure
10 would each cover many pages in a long document.
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Figure 2.9. Uddin et al. scrollbar and slider augmentation. A: regular media player. B: media
player with icon-augmented timeline. C: Media player with thumbnail-augmented
timeline. D: Icon-augmented scrollbar. E: thumbnail-augmented scrollbar.

2.4

SCROLLBAR AUGMENTATION

Scrollbar and sliders are widgets introduced to help navigation with linear documents and are one
of the most widely used means of digital navigation. However, since these widgets show only one
portion of the content at a time, they can hamper the formation of spatial memory [82]. To tackle
this problem researchers have considered using different methods of augmenting scrollbars to
improve revisitation. For instance, DeLine et al. have added a miniature view of the document next
to the scrollbar to help with the formation of a stronger spatial memory of the document [23]. To
measure the usefulness of their Code Thumbnails, they logged the activity of five participants
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performing some tasks on computer coding and reported that all participants used their design for
a faster navigation and selection in the IDE. They also indicated that Code Thumbnails comprised
between 40% and 91% of all logged navigation activities of participants.

Figure 2.10. Code Thumbnail: Enhancement of revisitation by adding a miniature view of the
document next to the scrollbar
In addition, many Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) for writing code are enhanced to
visualize the occurrence of search terms on the scrollbar using marks of different colors (see
Figure 2.11). For example, Microsoft’s Visual Studio IDE uses marks on the scrollbar to highlight
different kinds of errors, modification and debugging tools to make it easier for the user to navigate
to these locations [91] .
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Figure 2.11. Left: yellow marks on scrollbar in Microsoft Visual Studio highlighting modified
codes. Right: red marks in the same interface indicating location of complication errors.
Similarly, as described earlier, some techniques have visualized users’ actions on the scrollbar.
For example, Alexander et al. placed footprints of users’ actions on the scrollbar [4] (see Figure
2.5: right), and Hill et al. added a histogram next to the scrollbar to show users’ navigation history
[4], [38] (see Figure 2.5: left).
Other researchers have also explored adding spatially stable landmarks, such as thumbnails,
abstract symbols, and labels to the scrollbar to facilitate revisitation [3,82]. For example, Osada et
al. added letters above a slider used to select a text label (positioned such that each letter indicated
the start of that part of the dataset) to simplify the selection of items from a long list [63] (see
Figure 2.12). More recent examples of this design can be seen in current applications such as the
iPhone’s contact list.
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Figure 2.12. Alpha Slider: augmenting a slider with letters as landmarks

2.5

MEMORY-BASED INTERACTIONS

Visual search and memory-based interactions are two of the most important interaction methods
in digital interfaces. When selecting an item from a list or navigating to part of an interface, people
usually rely on visual search, their memory, or a combination of both. Visual search involves
looking for a particular target among other distractors. Examples of visual search can be found in
many aspects of our daily life. When scanning different isles of a supermarket for a specific item
for the first time, we use visual search to find the item of interest in a shelf. Selecting the same
item from the same shelf in future, however, will not be purely a visual search. By visiting a place
or interacting with objects in our surroundings, we create a mental map of that environment; this
mental map is a kind of spatial memory and thus enables a memory-based selection.
Memory-based selection, as its name suggests, relies on the power of human memory to find a
target or limit the search area. In the supermarket example, if we recall that the desired item was
on the third shelf of the eighth aisle, we can then limit our visual search to that specific location
rather than the whole supermarket. Using the power of memory-based selection has been heavily
investigated [9,33,34,44,70,72], and the outcome of this research shows the performance
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advantages of memory-based selection over visual search. Even though there are different types
of memory that can help with memory-based selection, in this thesis we focus on spatial memory.
Spatial memory, as introduced in section 2.3.3, is knowledge about the location of objects in a
surrounding environment or an interface. Experience that is gained by interacting with visually
stable landmarks helps people retrieve the location of elements on screen after practice.
Researchers have also investigated memory of spatial gestures in marking menu [44] and flower
menus [9] , and showed that the selection time using these interaction methods decreased with
practice. This decrease in selection time with practice, also known as “novice to expert”
transformation, indicates that as participants become more familiar with the items, they tend to
rely on their memory to select an item instead of doing a time-consuming visual search.
The Data Mountain visualization [70] introduced by Robertson et al. provides a 3D environment
for users to place a thumbnail of a web page on a virtual slope. The researchers carried out a study
involving several blocks of find-and-select tasks and reported a decrease in mean completion time
of each revisitation, indicating the formation of spatial memory. Robertson’s design helped users
take advantage of spatial memory and landmarks available in the virtual environment to find
desired document faster compared to a pure visual search.
Arranging menu items in a spatially stable setting to assist with formation of spatial memory is
another well-studied area. ListMap [33](see Figure 2.13:middle), CommandMap [72] (see Figure
2.13:left), and FastTap [34] (see Figure 2.13:right) are all interfaces that present a large set of
commands or items in a spatially stable interface to ease formation of spatial memory. Studies
conducted on all of these interaction methods show a significant advantage in performance
compared to regular lists and hierarchical menus when revisiting items.
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Figure 2.13. Left: CommandMap , Middle: ListMap, Right: FastTap. Utilizing spatially stable
menu icons to assist formation of spatial memory

2.6

MEMORY DEVICES IN DIGITAL INTERFACES

Mnemonic devices are techniques invented to help people learn and recall information by
associating them with meaningful objects. Some popular mnemonic devices are as follows:
2.6.1 Imagery mnemonics
Imagery mnemonics ease the process of memorizing and recalling a list of items by creating an
association between an image and the items that need to be memorized. The Method of Loci,
invented by the ancient Greeks, is one of the oldest methods that uses images and spatial learning
to make information easy to memorize [66]. In this method, a person imagines a familiar place,
such as his or her home, and then relates items or places in the home with the objects to be
remembered. Figure 2.14 gives another example of a representative mnemonic that helps people
remember how many days are in each month of the year – the knuckles of a person’s two hands
can represent the longer and shorter months.
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Figure 2.14. Use of Mnemonic devices to assist memorization

Mnemonics have been shown to be highly effective in learning at colleges and universities [51],
and in learning new languages [5,6,24,43], and are also widely used in computer interfaces. Icons
are the most popular mnemonics used in digital interfaces and are a representation of data,
functions, and applications.
Icons’ potential to serve as metaphors and their universal comprehensibility play a crucial role in
their widespread applications in digital interfaces. Icons as metaphors enable ease of understanding
by creating associations between them and real-world objects and concepts [31]. For instance, the
metaphor of the Desktop was introduced by the invention of GUI to help people understand
concepts such as files, folders, recycle bin, and inbox, by making an association between the
objects in a physical office and different functionalities that a computer serves.
Moreover, universal clarity of icons on many occasions make them more recognizable and less
prone to open interpretation [29,65,74]. For instance, in most GUIs a button with an ‘X’ symbol
is presented as exit button. Icons can thus be a common visual language to tackle the problem of
comprehensibility of ideas. Furthermore, icons’ potential to convey information concisely,
compared to other more descriptive media, makes them a desirable solution when screen space is
constrained. Previous studies on icons as imagery mnemonics proved their usefulness as a
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replacement for labels in digital interfaces when space is a concern. Studies showed that icons can
reduce the number of errors [31,58] without sacrificing task completion time [58,86].
Finally, the “picture superiority effect” is an idea suggesting that imagery mnemonics can be
highly effective in assisting memory. The picture superiority effect refers to humans’ ability to
recognize, memorize, and recall images faster than words. There are numerous studies done to
investigate which stays longer in memory, an image or a word [22,40,75,85]. Shepard showed that
when recognizing 600 items from a list of words, sentences, and pictures, participants had 98%
chance to recognize old stimuli when it was a picture and 90% when it was a word [75]. In a similar
study, Curran et al. asked participants to recognize some repeated words from a list of 20 photos
and 20 words which were previously seen by participants. They saw that participants had a higher
accuracy detecting repeated images compared to repeated words [22].
However, using mnemonics in GUIs is not limited to icons. For instance, Uddin et al. used a
background image to improve revisitation time for item selection [82] (see Figure 2.15). In their
designs, Uddin et al. showed that imagery mnemonics can help with revisitation by facilitating the
formation of spatial memory. Also, Giannisakis et al. improved shortcut accessibility by forming
connections between toolbar button icons and their corresponding shortcut [30].

Figure 2.15. Use of an image as a mnemonic device to help with item selection from a menu.
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It is important to note that artificial landmarks often use images that are unrelated to the content
of the document – in these situations, the landmarks are not suggestive (as with icons in the desktop
metaphor) but can still be used to form an abstract mapping (as with the Method of Loci).

2.6.2 Letters as mnemonic devices
Acronyms and Order mnemonics are the two most popular mnemonic devices that are mostly used
with letters. These devices, similar to Imagery devices, aid memorization of ideas and concepts by
making a connection between familiar pieces of knowledge and new things that need to be learned.
For example, we use Acronyms which are words that are formed by combing the first letter of each
word or phrase that need to be remembered and recalled. Roy G. Biv is a name used to make the
colors of the rainbow easier to memorize: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, and Violet;
Or, FANBOYS is used to teach English language learners the seven coordinating conjunctions
(For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So).
Order mnemonic devices help memorization of a list of elements when the order in the list does
matter. In this technique, people form a sentence using the first letter of each name in the array.
For instance, The seven levels of the United States Constitution and their order of hierarchy
(Legislative, Executive, Judicial, Supremacy, Amendment, Statehood, Ratification) can be
memorized using this sentence “Large Elephants Jump Slowly And Sink Rapidly”. Another
illustration of this method is mentioned in Figure 2.16, where we used the sentence “My Very
Easy Method Just Speeds Up Naming Planets” to memorize a list of planets in their respective
order.
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Figure 2.16. Using Order Mnemonics to remember the order of the Solar System planets
2.6.3 Chunking as a memory device
Chunking is popular a way of organizing larger pieces of information into a smaller number of
items, to facilitate retention in memory. In this method, we take advantage of our natural tendency
to see patterns and make connections between them [11]. Research has shown the usefulness of
chunking – for example,

in making series of numbers easier to retain and recall

[12,20,21,27,28,35,39,60,61,64,71]. Memorizing phone numbers and pin codes are perhaps the
two most common uses of chunking in daily life. In this method, instead of memorizing an 11digit number as the eleven digits 3069664886, people break it down to three chunks: 306-9664886.
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CHAPTER 3
THE DESIGN OF A TWO-LEVEL ARTIFICIALLANDMARK SCROLLBAR
In this chapter we introduce the Double-Scrollbar interaction method, inspired by Uddin’s et al.
augmented scrollbar [82]. Then, we explain the implementation and provide design details of three
different versions of the Double-Scrollbar. This chapter is intended to make readers familiar with
the interface and lay a foundation for the evaluation process in the next chapter.

3.1

LANDMARKS FOR LINEAR DOCUMENTS

In Chapter 2, we discussed the importance of addressing revisitation in digital contexts, and
provided examples of tools that have been developed to facilitate revisitation. While each of these
tools are useful in particular cases, all of them show drawbacks for revisitation in long documents:
search bars need the user to recall exact queries; bookmarking interrupts people’s train of thought
and requires several steps; history lists become long and cluttered and ask for a time-consuming
visual search each time user is looking for an item; recency lists are limited in that they can hold
only a limited number of items and if the item is not in the list the cost of a visual search will be
added to revisitation process; Read Wear, which marks locations based on user behavior, can
capture false points of interest.
Our goal is to use the power of landmarks and spatial memory to address problems of revisitation
in digital contexts. Landmarks are prominent objects in an environment or an interface that can
serve as signposts and reference points to find other objects. Landmarks aid formation of spatial
memory by consolidating a mental map of environment in a person’s mind. Formation of spatial
memory facilitates memory-based interactions which are reported to be faster and requires less
cognitive load compared to a pure visual search [9,33,34,44,70,72]. Being faster and posing less
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cognitive burden encouraged many researchers to use the power of this type of interaction in user
interfaces to address problems involved with revisitation.
The starting point for our designs is the work of Uddin et al. who explored the possibility of adding
landmarks next to linear controllers to facilitate the formation of spatial memory and provide a
faster revisitation experience [82] (see Figure 3.1). Uddin et al. in his design showed that the
adjacency of scrollbar handle or slider handle to an icon or thumbnail can assist recalling a location
and navigating to a specific part of a linear document. In a standard scrollbar, when users try to
memorize their current position in the document using scrollbar, they estimate the distance of the
scrollbar handle to the nearest natural landmark (e.g., the top or bottom of the scrollbar). When the
document is long and requires a pixel-precise selection, this inaccurate estimation leads to many
scrollbar interactions. Uddin’s et al. artificial landmarks provide more opportunity to form an
association between icons and the document content and improve support for revisitation by
forming stronger spatial memory.

Figure 3.1. Uddin et al.’s artificial-landmark augmented movie slider
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3.2

PROBLEM: LANDMARK DENSITY IN LONG DOCUMENTS

Even though Uddin’s design was shown to be effective in short documents and videos, its usability
for long documents is questionable. One reason we believe this design is not effective in long
documents is the limitation in the number of landmarks we can add to the scrollbar. Since the size
of scrollbars and sliders are fixed by the window or display size, the number of icons that can be
placed alongside a scrollbar or slider is constrained. Therefore, one icon has to represent many
pages or much of a video which makes the association between icons and content harder and
development of precise spatial memory more difficult.
The other possible reason for the inefficiency of the one-level augmented scrollbar is the lack of
necessary pixel precision in the moving of the scrollbar handle to get to the desired location in a
document. In long documents, a slight movement of scrollbar handle leads to a several-pages
navigation in the document, requiring users to make several adjustments to get to the desired
location in the document. These adjustments make navigation difficult and time-consuming and
lead to a user frustration.

3.3

USING A DOUBLE SCROLLBAR

The two-level landmark-augmented scrollbar aims to tackle two problems with the single-level
design. As mentioned in section 3.2 , difficulty of navigation is one of the major setbacks of a
single scrollbar. When the document is long, dragging the scrollbar handle cannot be an optimal
strategy to move to an area of interest, as each slight movement of scrollbar handle would move
the document many pages up or down. Therefore, we examined the idea of multiple-granularity
selection – an idea that already exists in some GUIs such as a date picker where users first pick a
year (coarse selection) then a month, and finally a day (finer granularity). In Double-Scrollbar
method, we partitioned the coarse-grained scrollbar and assigned 1/30 of the content to each
partition, then we provided fine-grained navigation within each partition using a fine-grained
scrollbar.
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We augmented both scrollbars with landmarks to enable precise spatial memory. In Uddin’s
design, when the document is long, each icon or thumbnail on the scrollbar presents many pages
of the document which hampers the association between landmarks and the content. This
association is crucial in forming spatial memory and memory-based interactions. The introduction
of two sets of landmarks to the scrollbars enables an association between the content and a
combination of two landmarks and increases the number of possibilities to n2 when n is number of
icons on one of the scrollbars (e.g. we added 30 icons to each scrollbar for our experiment which
produced 900 combination of icons on the scrollbar).
3.3.1 How does the Double-Scrollbar work?
We divided our 900-page contents into 30 blocks of data with equal numbers of pages (30 pages
in each block). A block in this thesis refers to a fixed number of pages that are clustered together
(e.g., represent a chapter of a book). After clustering our data into 30 blocks, we added 30 icons
of equal size to the coarse-grained scrollbar. Icons were vertically distributed and evenly spaced
over the coarse-grained scrollbar and were mapped to one block of content in the document (see
Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. Assigning one block of content to each icon on the coarse-grained scrollbar
Clicking on an icon in the coarse-grained scrollbar will take users to the beginning of the
corresponding block in the document. For instance, the first icon was mapped to page 1, the second
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icon to page 31, the third icon to page 61, all the way down to the beginning of the last block (see
Figure 3.3). Then, to allow fine-grained control within each block, we added another scrollbar to
the right of the coarse-grained scrollbar. The fine-grained scrollbar also has 30 landmarks, each of
which is mapped to one subset of that block. Therefore, in our 900-page document if users want
to navigate to page 68, they have to first click the third landmark on the coarse-grained scrollbar
and then the eighth landmark in the fine-grained scrollbar.

Figure 3.3. The arrangement of pages in each block
Selected landmarks on both scrollbars are denoted by a blue background color that distinguishes
them from the rest of the landmarks. For the fine-grained scrollbar, there is a handle that shows
users’ position in that block similar to scrollbar handle in a regular scrollbars.
For the purpose of the experiments described in later chapters, five interfaces were developed
using web technologies (HTML and JavaScript), using the Chrome browser. Also, to avoid loading
the 900-page document at once, we used asynchronous JavaScript requests (Ajax) to load data for
each corresponding block on demand. Loading each block of content on demand ensured that the
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application did not overburden to the processor and avoided invalid completion time values
because of lag in the browser during navigation.
To customize the design of the scrollbars for each interface, and also to enhance it with logging
functionality, we hid the browser’s real scrollbars and designed a new interface widget that could
be added to web applications. Interaction with the widget was different for the coarse and fine
scrollbars: on the coarse-grained scrollbar, users can only click on each landmark to go to a certain
block; for the fine-grained scrollbar, however, clicking and dragging are added. In addition, using
the mouse scroll wheel will take users up and down on the fine-grained scrollbar. If they are at the
beginning or the end of the block, scrolling takes them to the next block.
3.3.2 Questions to be answered about the feasibility of Double-Scrollbar
To test the practicality of the Double-Scrollbar, we had to answer some questions regarding its
usability. First, in Uddin’s et al. design, users had to memorize one icon for each target, while in
the Double-Scrollbar, a combination of two landmarks must be memorized. Memorizing a
combination of two landmarks introduces a tradeoff for providing ease of navigation in return for
more cognitive load.
Second, among many different types of landmarks, which are best in facilitating the formation of
spatial memory? In the following section we propose using icons, letters, and digits as three
common landmarks in current interfaces and then, in Chapter 4, we compare them to find the
answer to the second question.
Third, is our design faster and more accurate than the current unadorned scrollbar and Uddin et
al.’s single-level design? To answer this question, we conducted two studies to compare these
designs; results of these studies are laid out in Chapter 4.
Finally, is the Double-Scrollbar easy to work with and favored by users? We answered this
question by collecting data from different surveys, measuring user’s personal preferences, and
perceived workload; these results are also part of the studies reported in Chapter 4.
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3.4

DESIGN ISSUES

3.4.1 Number and density of landmarks
In our design, we augmented each scrollbar with 30 icons. Taking our screen size and pixel density
into account, we examined several icon densities and decided that 30 icons is the maximum to fit
in the screen and keep icons easily recognizable.
3.4.2 Interaction with the two-level Scrollbar
As introduced above, the interaction methods for the two scrollbars were different. For the coarsegrained scrollbar, users could only select a landmark by clicking on it. Clicking a landmark loads
a block of content (resembling a chapter of a book) that can be explored more with the fine-grained
scrollbar. The fine-grained scrollbar had all the functionalities of a regular scrollbar, except that it
was augmented with landmarks. Interaction methods on the fine-grained scrollbar included
clicking on the scrollbar, dragging the scrollbar handle, and using the mouse wheel to navigate in
the loaded block. Note that scroll buttons at the top and bottom of the scrollbar were not included
in the design.
In our design, we did not assign each page an icon combination. Instead, we divided the document
into 900 chunks and assigned a combination of icons to each chunk. This means that a chunk can
be shorter or longer than a page. For example, when the document is 300 pages, each pair of icons
will be mapped to 1/3 of a page which adds more precision to the selection.
As for documents longer than 900 pages (or long series of information such as genome sequences
as discussed in section 5.3.1), we could add another level of landmarks. Using a third level of
landmarks will increase the number of possible combinations up to 27000. However, adding
another level of landmarks could be unfavourable since it increases users’ cognitive load, and
requires more research on usability. This design was not tested in our studies.
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3.5

FIVE SPECIFIC SCROLLBAR DESIGNS

We developed and tested five document viewer interfaces: four of them used landmarks, and one
replicated a standard scrollbar design.
3.5.1 The standard scrollbar: Single-Scrollbar with no landmarks
The Standard design represents a standard interface with a single unadorned scrollbar at the right
side of the screen (see Figure 3.4). This scrollbar has most of the features that a typical scrollbar
offers, including: scrolling with the mouse wheel, dragging the scrollbar handle, and clicking on
the scrollbar for navigation.

Figure 3.4. Study interface: Standard unadorned scrollbar
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3.5.2 The Single-Icons design: Single-Scrollbar with icon landmarks
Single-Icons is an artificial-landmark augmented interface with a single scrollbar (width 31px,
height 954px). Thirty icons (27x27px; monochrome) are added vertically (see Figure 3.5) next to
the scrollbar [82]. The icons are abstract and not related to the content of the document (icons
remain the same for all documents). Figure 3.6 a shows a list of icons used for this interface.

Figure 3.5. Study interface: Single-Scrollbar augmented with icons as landmark
In a standard scrollbar, when users try to memorize their current position in a document, they try
to estimate the distance of scrollbar handle to the nearest landmark (e.g., the top or bottom of the
scrollbar), which is not precise most of the time and leads to many scrollbar interactions to revisit
the right page. As suggested by previous research [5–7,24,43] the presence of imagery on the
scrollbar could provide landmarks to assist the formation of spatial memory, allowing users to
form an association between icons and content. Also, landmark discretizes the continuous scrollbar and provide reference points for memorization.
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a.

c.

b.

Figure 3.6. Three type of landmarks placed on scrollbar(s). a: List of icons used for SingleScrollbar and Double-Icons interface. b: Letters used for Double-Digits interface.
c: List of numbers used for Double-Digits
3.5.3 The Double-Icons design: two scrollbars with icon landmarks
The Double-Icons design introduces a fine-grained scrollbar (31px wide and 954px tall in a 1080p
monitor, highlighted in green) to provide more specificity. Each of the two scrollbars is augmented
with 30 icons (see Figure 3.7). The combination of two icons requires more work from the user to
form the association, but provides finer-grained access to the document (see Figure 3.6 a for the
list of icons used in this interface).
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Figure 3.7. Study interface: Double-Scrollbar with icons as landmark
3.5.4 The Double-Letters design: two scrollbars with letter landmarks
The Double-Letters design has a similar interface to the Double-Icons design, but with letters as
landmarks (see Figure 3.8). Previous work shows that letters can provide strong navigational
support [3,87], and are often used in alphabetically-organized documents (see Figure 2.2: left).
This design uses 26 English letters (sorted in ascending order) and four symbols: @, $, &, and #
(all Arial Rounded font; 27x27px). Other features are similar to the Double-Icons design. See
Figure 3.6 b for the list of letters used for this interface.
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Figure 3.8. Study interface: Double-Scrollbar with letters as landmark
In this design, users form associations between document content and the two arbitrary letters
corresponding to the coarse and fine scrollbar locations. Although the letters are arbitrary,
however, users can often create a meaningful association by choosing elements of the content that
match the letters in the scrollbars.

3.5.5 The Double-Digits design: two scrollbars with digit landmarks
Numbers can also be used as landmarks and are obviously used as page numbers in most
documents; people also commonly remember number combinations such as passcodes or PINs.
The Double-Digits design has 30 digits as landmarks from 01 at the top to 30 at the bottom (see
Figure 3.9). The Arial Rounded font is used for digits (Figure 3.6 c) and other features remain
unchanged.
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Figure 3.9. Study interface: Double-Scrollbar with digits as landmark
In all of the landmark-augmented interfaces, the goal is to enable users to build an association
between the page of interest and the landmarks in the scroll bar(s). Previous work has shown that
strategies such as the ‘Method of Loci’ are an effective way to memorize even abstract information
[67,87,92].
To evaluate these scrollbar designs, we designed two studies described in the next chapter. The
first study compared the augmented designs to a standard scrollbar, and the second study focuses
on the new designs, asking whether two columns of artificial landmarks result in better revisitation
performance, and which type of landmark is best.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION OF TWO-LEVEL LANDMARKED
SCROLLBARS
In CHAPTER 3chapter 3, we introduced the two-level scrollbar augmented with artificial
landmarks as a solution to problems with revisitation in long documents. In this chapter we provide
detailed performance information obtained from two separate studies that compared our designs,
Uddin et al.’s one-level augmented scrollbar, and a standard unadorned scrollbar.
First, in a preliminary study we evaluated the three Double-Scrollbar designs, the Single-Scrollbar
with icons as landmark, and the Standard scrollbar, in terms of task completion time and number
of scrollbar interactions. The results of this study showed clear advantages for the landmark-based
scrollbars, and convinced us to exclude the Standard scrollbar from the main study.
Second, in the main study we evaluated the effectiveness of different landmarked scrollbars in
terms of task completion time, scrollbar interactions, and the number of times the user was unable
to find the page. We also analyzed these measures in terms of distances to the target, the type of
page content, and landmark proximity to scrollbar handle. The questions that we try to answer by
the end of this chapter are these: Is the Double-Scrollbar better than the Single-Scrollbar? What
type of landmark best supports the formation of spatial memory?

4.1

STUDY 1: COMPARISON OF STANDARD SCROLLBAR TO LANDMARK
AUGMENTED SCROLLBARS

To measure revisitation performance of different versions of the Double-Scrollbar against Uddin’s
single-level scrollbar and the Standard scrollbar, we ran a small preliminary study. The goal of the
study was to find out whether there are major differences between landmarked and nonlandmarked scrollbars, and therefore to determine whether the standard scrollbar should be
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included in the main study. In our preliminary study we measured revisitation performance by
recording users’ revisitation time and the number of interactions they made for each successful or
failed revisitation.
4.1.1 Method
4.1.1.1 Experimental conditions
The study consisted of a series of trials, each involving revisitation of a page selected from a
long document using the scrollbar of customized interfaces. Every trial began by displaying the
stimulus page on the left screen of a dual-monitor (22-inch) environment. Figure 4.1 shows the
study environment.

Figure 4.1. The first and second studies environment and settings
Participants then used a mouse to click, drag or scroll on the scrollbar to locate and revisit the
target page using one of the five study interfaces discussed in the last chapter. The study
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interfaces ran full-screen on the right monitor. Figure 4.2 shows the dual-monitor setting used to
run the experiments.

Figure 4.2. Both studies run on a dual-monitor setting. Left monitor shows the target to find, and
right monitor shows the custom document viewer
A 1470-page document was used in the study for all the five interfaces. The long document was
created with contents scraped from Wikipedia, containing articles on various topics, paragraphs of
different lengths, and photographs of various sizes (randomly aligned to the left margin, centered,
or to the right margin). Three pages were chosen manually (evenly spaced in the document) to use
as stimuli with each of the five document viewer conditions; none of the target stimuli were reused
in a subsequent interface.
4.1.2 Study interfaces
4.1.2.1 The Standard Scrollbar: Single-Scrollbar with No Landmarks
The Standard interface (see Figure 4.5) represents a single unadorned scrollbar.
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Figure 4.3. Study interface: Standard unadorned scrollbar
4.1.2.2 Single-Icons: Single-Scrollbar with Icon Landmarks
The Single-Icons interface is augmented with 30 icons (27x27px; monochrome), added vertically
next to the scrollbar (see Figure 4.4). The icons are abstract, unrelated to the contents of the
document, and remain the same for all documents.
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Figure 4.4. Study interface: Single-Scrollbar augmented with icons as landmarks
4.1.2.3 Double-Icons: Two Scrollbars with Icon Landmarks
Both scrollbars are augmented with 30 icons (27x27 px; monochrome, see Figure 4.5). The icons
are abstract, unrelated to the contents of the document, and remain the same for all documents.
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Figure 4.5. Study interface: The Double-Scrollbar with icons as landmarks
4.1.2.4 Double-Letters: Two Scrollbars with Letters as Landmarks
The Double-Letters has a similar interface to the Double-Icons, but instead of icons, 26 English
letters (sorted in ascending order) and four symbols: @, $, & and # (all Arial Rounded font; 27x27
px) are used as landmarks (see Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Study interface: Double-Scrollbar with letters as landmark

4.1.2.5 The Double-Digits design: two scrollbars with digit landmarks
Given that people in their daily life frequently memorized letters and are familiar with memory
devices for digits (see 2.6.3), we were interested to examine the effectiveness of digits as
landmarks too. The Double-Digits design has 30 digits as landmarks. Numbers start from 01 at the
top and go to 30 at the bottom (see Figure 4.7). Other features are similar to Double-Icons.
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Figure 4.7. Study interface: Double-Scrollbar with digits as landmarks
4.1.3 Procedure
After filling out informed consent forms and demographic forms, participants were informed that
the study task required a rapid revisitation of the target stimulus. The study interfaces were then
demonstrated for the participants. They then went through a practice round (with two target pages)
for each interface to become familiar with the systems (targets of the practice round were not
repeated for the main experiment). Also, during the experiment, a set of messages were used to
instruct participants on what to do after each step. Figure 4.8 shows an example of these messages.
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Figure 4.8. An example of the messages used to instruct participants during the study.
The study consisted of two parts for each interface: a training session and a test session. In the
training session users became familiar with the target pages, resembling what happens when
someone reads a document for the first time. In the test session, we measured users’ ability to recall
the location of target pages based on the stimuli and navigate to that page using the current
scrollbar.
4.1.3.1 The training session
The training session began with a message explaining the training session to participants and
asking for their confirmation to start the session. Users were shown the document using one of our
custom document viewers (study interfaces) on the right-hand monitor (see Figure 4.9: a). Each
page was displayed on the main window with its corresponding scroll-handle positions shown on
the scrollbar (depending what type of scrollbar was used). For the whole training session, the left
monitor was black with no content to show (see Figure 4.9 a).
In the training session, participants were taken to different pages of the document one page after
another and were asked to skim the content and try to memorize its location in the document (see
Figure 4.9 b). In this step, participants were given 15 seconds to familiarize themselves with the
content of the page and its corresponding location on the scrollbar(s) and then proceed to the next
target (see Figure 4.9 c). Their confirmation was required to proceed to the next page (see Figure
4.9 d).
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Confirmation in this context meant asking participants to click on the scrollbar handle/s after they
had seen the target page. The reason we added this confirmation process was to engage participants
with the location of the page within the scrollbar design.
The training session consisted of four blocks of training trials, meaning participants were taken to
each target four times. After completion of the training session, participants were told that their
learning session was over (see Figure 4.8), and the main test started.

Figure 4.9. Training session process: A) shows the dual-monitor setting, with right monitor
showing study interface. B) three target pages, C) maximum allowed time to visit each page, D)
confirmation after each visit. Each colored rectangle represents one block of training (4 blocks
for each interface)
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4.1.3.2 The test session
Followed by learning session for each condition we ran a test session on a dual-monitor setting. In
this setting we presented stimulus on the left-hand monitor and study interfaces on the right-hand
monitor (see Figure 4.10 a). The stimuli was one of the pages the participant had seen in the
training session, randomly ordered for each block and evenly distributed throughout the document.
Once the stimulus was presented on the left-hand monitor, participants had 60 seconds to find that
page using one of the study interfaces on the right-hand monitor.
A correct revisitation was defined as successfully locating the target page within the given time
using the available navigation techniques for the current condition. Each correct revisitation was
confirmed by feedback in a green message box (See Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.10 a).

Figure 4.10. Test session: A) shows the dual-monitor setting, with right monitor showing study
interfaces and left monitor study stimuli; B) three screenshots of target pages shown as stimuli
on left monitor; C) target pages in the document shown on right monitor; D) maximum allowed
time to visit each page; E) confirmation after each revisit. Each colored rectangle shows one
block of the test session (4 blocks for each interface)
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Unsuccessful revisitations were defined as a failure to find a target in the given time and were
recorded as Timeouts in the results below. Timeouts were indicated to users in a red message box
(see Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.10 a), and the actual location of the page on the scrollbar was
highlighted. Software recorded the time for each trial (successful or unsuccessful), activities on
the scrollbar(s), and data describing every selection. The time for each trial began when the
stimulus was shown on the left monitor and ended when the participant either found the target
page or failed to find it in the given time (Timeout).

Figure 4.11. The feedback message for a successful revisitation.

Figure 4.12. The feedback message for an unsuccessful revisitation.
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4.1.4 Study design
4.1.4.1 Dependent variables
Dependent variable for this experiment were measured and reported as follows:
Mean Task Completion Time: Mean task completion time is defined as the time users spent (in
milliseconds) to do a successful revisitation and started when users were shown the stimuli on the
left-hand monitor. We calculated mean trial completion time for each block by averaging the total
trial time all participants spent to visit the targets of each block.

Scrollbar interactions: defined as all interaction users made to make a revisitation (successful or
unsuccessful), including the number of clicks on both scrollbars, scrolling using the mouse wheel,
and dragging the scrollbar handle for each trial.
Number of time-outs: defined as the number of unsuccessful revisitations (failed to be
completed in the given time).
These measures were logged by the experiment software.
4.1.4.2 Independent variables
Independent variable for this study were the following:
Interface type: We compared three different interfaces: the Standard scrollbar, the SingleScrollbar augmented with icons as landmark, and the Double-Scrollbar augmented with three type
of landmarks.
Landmark type: We were also interested in studying the impact of landmark type on users’
performance; therefore, we examined letters, digits, and icons as three types of landmarks added
to the Double-Scrollbar.
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4.1.4.3 Hypotheses
The purpose of the study was to explore the following hypotheses:
H1. Trial completion time for the standard scrollbar will be higher than all other interfaces
H2. The number of scrollbar interactions for the standard scrollbar will be higher than all
other interfaces
H3. Trial completion time for the Single-Icons scrollbar will be lower than the standard
scrollbar and higher than the Double-Scrollbar designs
H4. The number of scrollbar interactions for the Single-Icons scrollbar will be lower than the
standard scrollbar and higher than the Double-Scrollbar designs

4.1.1 Participants
Five participants (two females), ages (24-31), from the University of Saskatchewan volunteered
for this study. The study lasted 90 minutes on average for each participant.
4.1.2 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on a desktop computer running Windows 10 (8 GB RAM, Intel
Core i7-2600 CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GT 520 VGA), with two 22-inch (1920x1080 resolution)
monitors placed alongside. The software was written in HTML and JavaScript, running on Google
Chrome browser. Input was received through a standard optical mouse.
4.1.3 Results
In this section, we present the results of the preliminary study, comparing standard scrollbar with
other landmark-augmented interfaces and report our dependent variables as the number of
interaction and trial completion time.
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In both studies, we report the effect size for significant RM-ANOVA results as general etasquared: 𝜂2 (considering 0.01 small, 0.06 medium, and >0.14 large [19]). Also, results obtained
from all participants for all metrics fell within two standard deviations from the mean, so no data
were removed as outliers.
4.1.3.1 Trial completion time
As mentioned in 4.1.4.1, mean trial completion time is defined as the time users spent (in
milliseconds) to do a successful revisitation and started when users were shown the stimuli on the
left-hand monitor. Mean trial completion times across blocks are summarized in Figure 4.13 for
the five conditions.

Figure 4.13. Trial completion time (± s.e.) by block.
RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition (F4,16=33.20, p<.001, η2=0.84), but no
effect of block, and no condition × block interaction (all F<1.22 and p>.35).
Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc t-tests showed that the Standard condition was slower than all other
interfaces (all p<.001) by a large margin, with a mean trial completion time 53407ms (s.d.
15144ms). Therefore, we accept H1. With trial time less than 9127ms (s.d. 9234), Double-Icons
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and Double-Letters performed significantly better than Single-Icons (all p<.01) but there was no
difference between themselves (p=.53).
4.1.3.2 Scrollbar interactions
As mentioned in 4.1.4.1, scrollbar interactions referred to users’ interactions to make a revisitation,
including the number of clicks on the scrollbars, scrolling using the mouse wheel, and dragging
the scrollbar handle. Figure 4.14 presents the analysis of the scrollbar interactions (e.g., number
of clicking on both scrollbars, scrolling using the mouse wheel, or dragging scrollbar nob) per trial.

Figure 4.14. Total scrollbar interactions by block.
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition (F4,16=10.21, p<.001, η2=0.67) and block
(F3,12=4.23, p=.03, η2=0.02). There was, however, no condition × block interaction (F12,48=1.08,
p=.39). Post-hoc analysis showed that both Standard and Single-Icons conditions had a large
number of scrollbar interactions (more than 130/trial, s.d. 135) compared to the three two-level
conditions (less than 14.5/trial, s.d. 23.6), all p<.001. We therefore, accept H4. The Standard
scrollbar had twice the number of the Single-Icons design (p<.001) with mean interactions
340/trial (s.d. 278). As a result, we accept H2.
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4.1.4 Discussion
Considering the significant difference between the Standard scrollbar and the landmarked designs
(in terms of trial completion time and the number of interactions), we concluded that the limitations
of the Standard design for revisitation in long documents was clear. We believe the adjacency of
the scrollbar handle to artificial landmarks on the augmented scrollbars provided reference points
for users to form stronger spatial memory and find target pages faster with fewer scrollbar
interactions. In contrast, the lack of landmarks on the Standard scrollbar led to inaccurate
estimations of the position of scrollbar handle, leading to more scrollbar interactions and longer
task completion times.
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 also show that revisitation using the single-level design required
longer time and more scrollbar interactions. Our explanation is that when the document is long,
one level of landmarks does not provide enough precision in the selection, which forces users to
make time-consuming corrections to find the right target page.
Therefore, we decided to exclude the standard condition from our main study, and instead
compare the landmarked interfaces in more detail.

4.2

STUDY 2: LANDMARK-BASED REVISITATION IN LARGE DOCUMENTS

The goal of the main study was to find out whether there are significant differences in revisitation
performance between the Single-Icon design and different versions of the Double-Scrollbar
design. Similar to the preliminary study, we measured revisitation performance by recording users’
revisitation time and the number of interactions they made for each successful or failed revisitation.
We tested the following interfaces:
•

Single-Icons: Single-Scrollbar with icon landmarks

•

Double-Icons: Double-Scrollbar with icon landmarks
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•

Double-Letters: Double-Scrollbar with letter landmarks

•

Double-Digits: Double-Scrollbar with digit landmarks

4.2.1 Method
The second study used the same method as Study 1, but with some adjustments: First, the number
of conditions decreased to four as we removed the Standard scrollbar. Second, the length of the
long document was also altered from 1470 pages to 900, to make the number of pages and blocks
even for all of the designs (30 blocks, each with 30 pages); 900 pages is still considerably larger
than the 42-page document used in earlier work [82]. Third, the number of target stimuli was
increased to six pages and each page of these pages were visited twice in the training phase. Among
the six stimuli pages, two were chosen with no images in them (only text was present). Last, the
six target stimuli were grouped into two categories based on their proximity to landmarks: for the
“on landmark” group, the target page’s corresponding scrollbar handle were exactly aligned with
the landmark (see Figure 4.15.a and Figure 4.15.c); for the “near landmark” group, the
corresponding scrollbar handles were not aligned with landmarks ( Figure 4.15.b and Figure
4.15.d).

Figure 4.15. On landmark (a. and c.) and near landmark (b. and d.) in Double-Scrollbar and
Single-Scrollbar designs
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Other aspects of the method, procedure, and apparatus were the same as Study 1, except that after
completing each condition, participants also completed a NASA-TLX [36] subjective workload
questionnaire, and at the end of each study, participants provided subjective preference responses
through a questionnaire.
4.2.1.1 Experimental conditions, Study interfaces, Procedure, and Apparatus
Experimental conditions in Study 2 operated as described above, and included the Single-Icon,
Double-Icon, Double-Letters, and Double-Digits designs. The procedure did not change for the
second experiment and was as explained in section 4.1.3. The apparatus remained the same, as
explained in section 4.1.2.
4.2.2 Study design
Dependent variables used in the first study were also used here: revisitation time, number of
navigation actions, and number of timeouts (see section 4.1.4.1). In addition, we measured:
•

Error distance on first click: the number of pages between the position of a user’s first
click and the target page for each trial.

•

Fit to the power law of practice: Regression analysis of task completion time across
blocks to examine if any learning happened

•

Perceived workload: using the NASA TLX questionnaire

•

Overall preference: using the subjective preference questionnaire

For independent variables, we also used interface type and landmark type (see 4.1.4.2), but also
added the following exploratory independent variables to investigate differences in task
completion time and number of interactions.
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•

Page content (text-only or text plus picture): we analyzed user performance in terms of
time and number of interactions when a target page had only text or text and pictures.

•

Proximity to landmark: we analyzed performance based on whether the scrollbar handle
was “on landmark” or “near landmark” (see section 4.2.4.6).

Therefore, the study used a repeated-measures design with two main factors: type of interface
(Single or Double scrollbar) and type of landmark (icons, letters, and digits). However, the design
was not fully crossed, so we used a single-factor analysis based on the combination of the two
main factors. Other independent variables (distance, content, proximity) were used for exploratory
analyses.
4.2.2.1 Hypotheses
The study explored the following hypotheses:
H1. Trial completion time for Single-Icons will be higher than all other interfaces
H2. The number of scrollbar interactions for the Single-Icons design will be higher than all other
interfaces
H3. Users’ revisitation time will decrease for each block satisfying the power law of practice [59],
indicating that learning is occurring.
Also, additional analysis on new independent variables, introduced in 4.2.2, will be done as follow
ups to provide support for main findings.
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Figure 4.16. Examples of pages used as targets.

4.2.3 Participants
Seventeen new participants (all students) who were not part of Study 1 were recruited from the
University of Saskatchewan by posting an ad on the university portal. Due to a technical issue, one
participant could not finish the experiment, leaving 16 participants (nine males, seven female),
ages 19-48 (mean 27.63) who completed the study. The study lasted 60 minutes for each
participant and they were given a $10 honorarium. All of the participants were familiar with
document viewers: 37.5% used document viewers between one to 10 hours per week, 18.75%
between 11 to 20 hours, and 43.75% more than 20 hours per week. Questionnaires also revealed
that Adobe Reader was the most popular document reader among participants, listed by 13
participants as their primary document reader. Four participants stated that they primarily used
Foxit Reader, and three participants used their browser’s built-it PDF reader.
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4.2.4 Results
Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments were performed on the results of this study (fractional degrees of
freedom), where ANOVA’s sphericity assumption is violated (Mauchley’s test). Analysis showed
that results obtained from all participants for all metrics fall within two standard deviation which
means there were no outliers.
4.2.4.1 Trial Completion Time
As mentioned in section 4.1.4.1, trial completion time was the time users took to do a successful
revisitation (a trial started when users were shown the stimuli on the left-hand monitor, and ended
with a successful revisitation or a timeout). Figure 4.17 summarizes mean trial completion times
across blocks for four conditions.

Figure 4.17. Mean completion time (±s.e.) by condition and block.
RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition (F3,45=5.31, p=.003, η2=0.09) with
mean trial completion time 11859ms (s.d. 15090ms) for Double-Icons, 17360ms (s.d. 18877ms)
for Double-Letters, 19213ms (s.d. 18731ms) for Single-Icons, and 23006ms (s.d. 22783ms) for
Double-Digits. Post-hoc pairwise t-tests (Bonferroni-corrected) showed that Double-Icons
condition was faster than all other interfaces (all p<.001). Single-Icons and Double-Letters were
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faster than Double-Digits (all p<0.04), but showed no difference between themselves. Therefore,
H1 is rejected.
As shown in Figure 4.13, completion times decreased across block (F1.59,23.85=30.88, p<.001,
η2=0.09), and the skill development follows a power law function [59], as expected. Therefore, H3
is accepted. There was, however, no significant condition × block interaction (F3.96,59.4=1.56, p=.2).
4.2.4.2 Scrollbar interactions
Analysis of the total number of scrollbar interactions (e.g., clicking on the trough, using the scroll
wheel, or dragging the scroll handle) per trial is presented in Figure 4.18. RM-ANOVA showed a
significant main effect of condition (F1.92,28.8=11.86, p<.001, η2=0.21), with mean interactions
14.7/trial (s.d. 50.0) for Double-Icons, 38.4/trial (s.d. 112.4) for Double-Letters, 45.7/trial (s.d.
123.9) for Double-Digits, and 125.6/trial (s.d. 167.4) for Single-Icons.
As shown in Figure 4.18, although mean scrollbar interactions/trial decreased slightly over time,
especially for the three two columns of landmarks conditions, there was no significant effect of
block (F1.44,21.6=2.72, p=.1), and no condition × block interaction (F3.6,54.0=1.24, p=.31).

Figure 4.18. Scrollbar interaction (±s.e.) by condition and block.
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Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc t-tests showed that the Double-Icons condition and Single-Icons
had the least (all p<.04) and the highest (all p<.001) number of scrollbar interactions per trial
respectively among all the conditions. We therefore, accept H2. There was no difference in terms
of scrollbar interactions between Double-Letters and Double-Digits.
In the study, a total of 86,219 interactions were made with the scrollbar, comprised of 94.5%
scrolling using the mouse wheel, 4.9% clicking on the scrollbars, and 0.5% dragging the scrollbar
handle. We analyzed the scrolling and clicking activity separately which is presented in Figure
4.19.

Figure 4.19. Scrollbar interactions (±s.e.) by activity.
For scrolling activity, ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition (F1.92,28.8=11.78,
p<.001, η2=0.21). However, there was no significant main effect of condition (F1.35,20.25=1.82,
p=.19) for clicking activity. Post-hoc analysis showed that mean the number of scrolling was least
with the Double-Icons condition (11.2/trial, s.d. 49.4) and most with the Single-Icons condition
(123. 7/trial, s.d. 167.0), all p<.03. A substantial amount of the mouse wheel scrolling for SingleIcons compared to other interfaces can be attributed to this interface’s inefficiency in obtaining a
precise selection. Our explanation is that in Single-Icons design presence of icons helps with the
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formation of spatial memory, therefore, the user can reach the vicinity of the target by recalling
the right icon (and performing the least number of clicks as shown in Figure 4.19). However, after
the initial click, any slight movement of scrollbar knob can take user many pages away from the
target, forcing users to rely more on the scrolling using the mouse wheel to find the target page.
Relying on scrolling using mouse wheel (as shown in Figure 4.19) can increase the number of
interactions and mean completion time (as shown in Figure 4.18).
4.2.4.3 Time-out analysis
There was a time-out period (60 seconds) for each trial. We analyzed the number of times
participants failed to revisit a target page (see Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20. Mean number of time-out (±s.e.) by block.
RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of condition (F2.01,30.15=5.05, p<.001, η2=0.11) with
mean time-outs 0.07/trial (s.d. 0.25) for Double-Icons, 0.09/trial (s.d. 0.28) for Single-Icons,
0.12/trial (s.d. 0.33) for Double-Letters, and 0.24/trial (s.d. 0.43) for Double-Digits. The number
of time-outs decreased across blocks as anticipated yielding significant effect of block
(F3,45=14.12, p<.001, η2=0.08). There was no significant condition × block interaction
(F3.69,55.35=1.74, p=.09). Post-hoc t-test showed that Double-Digits had the greatest number of
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time-outs per trial (all p<.001). However, there was no difference among the other three conditions
(all p>.1).
We also analyzed the time-outs by page content (text only, or text + pictures). We did not find any
significant main effect of content and no content × condition interaction (all F>1.5 and p>.18).
4.2.4.4 Analysis of the error distance in the first click
We analyzed the mean error distance of the participant’s first selection in the scrollbar, across
blocks (see Figure 4.21). To calculate error distance, we counted the number of pages between
the position of a user’s first click and the target page for each trial and divided it to number of
interactions of that trial. If the selected page was the same as target page (a successful revisitation)
distance was equal to zero. Then we multiplied the number of pages by the length of each page
(1400 pixels) to calculate the distance in pixels. Finally, we calculated the mean distance for each
block by dividing the average distance for all users for all targets by the total number of trials in
that block.

Figure 4.21. Mean distances (±s.e.) of scrollbar interactions.
ANOVA analysis showed a significant main effect of condition (F1.83,27.45=3.59, p=.045, η2=0.08).
As seen in Figure 4.21, mean distances decreased across block (F3,45=8.28, p<.001, η2=0.05), but
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there was no condition × block interaction (F4.59,68.85=0.99, p=.43). The decrease in mean distance
for all landmark augmented interfaces can be another indication that users relied more on their
memory to find targets rather purely depending on the visual search.
Post-hoc analysis showed that both Double-Icons (55247px/trial, s.d. 172499) and Single-Icons
(42846px/trial, s.d. 127380) performed better (all p<.001) than other two interfaces, but no
difference between themselves (p=1). The reason for Single-Icons having the lowest mean
distance is that in this interface user had the greatest number of interactions (presented in Figure
4.14) which lowered mean distances for this interface.
4.2.4.5 Analyses of targets by page content
Among the six targets, four had distinctive images on them, and the other two had only text in the
page. Figure 4.22 summarizes the analysis of trial completion time by page content for four
conditions.

Figure 4.22. Analyses of mean completion time based on page content.
RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of content (F1,15=13.64, p=.002, η2=0.02) and
condition (F1.89,35.28=5.84, p=.008, η2=0.08) with mean trial completion time 16568.35(s.d.
18819ms) for photo, 20442ms (s.d. 20476ms) for no photo. However, there was no content ×
condition interaction (F3,45=1.93, p=.14). Post-hoc pairwise t-tests showed that Double-Icons
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performed best among four (all p<.002) where targets had a photo (10930ms, s.d. 14084ms). In
case of targets with no photo, Double-Icons performed faster than Single-Icons and Double-Digits
(all p<.01).

Figure 4.23. Analyses of the number of interactions based on page content.
Again, we analyzed the scrollbar interactions by page content (see Figure 4.23: right). Although
the number of interactions was less in pages with photo (54.62/trial, s.d. 130.9) than no photo
(59.16/trial, s.d. 121.59), ANOVA did not show any significant effect of content (F1,15=1.94,
p=.18), but significant effect of condition (F2.01,30.15=12.79, p<.001, η2=0.18). There was no content
× condition interaction (F1.56,23.4=0.27, p=.71).
Post-hoc analysis showed Single-Icons condition had the greatest number of interactions (more
than 123.6/trial, s.d. 149.35) among all Landmarked Scrollbar conditions for both photo and no
photo cases (all p<.001). Interestingly, there was no significant difference among the three two
columns of landmarks conditions (all p>.05) in any cases.
Summary of Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 shows that the presence of an image in the content can
reduce mean completion time and the number of interactions during revisitation. We believe the
reason for this better performance is the superiority of imagery for forming an association with the
landmarks.
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4.2.4.6 Analyses of the targets by proximity to landmark
The targets used in the study were from two groups based on their proximity to the landmarks
available on the scrollbar: on a landmark (see Figure 4.24 a and Figure 4.24 c) or near a landmark
(see Figure 4.24 b and Figure 4.24 d). We analyzed the performance based on targets’ proximity
to landmarks.

Figure 4.24. On landmark - near landmark in Single-Scrollbar and Double-Scrollbar designs
For trial completion time (see Figure 4.25), ANOVA showed a significant main effect of proximity
(F1,15=12.06, p=.003, η2=0.03) and condition (F2.16,32.4=5.61, p=.007, η2=0.1). Also, there was an
interaction effect of proximity × condition (F2.49,37.35=8.56, p<.001, η2=0.05). Post-hoc analysis
(Bonferroni-corrected) showed that among near landmark targets Double-Icons was faster
(9674ms, s.d. 11310ms) than all other interfaces (all p<.001), however for on landmark targets the
differences were not significant (all p>.14).
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Figure 4.25. Analyses of time by landmark proximity.
We also analyzed the number of interactions made by the participants on the scrollbar based on
targets’ proximity (see Figure 4.25:right). RM-ANOVA did not show any significant main effect
of proximity (F1,15=4.46, p=.05). But it showed significant main effect of condition
(F1.92,28.8=13.98, p<.001, η2=0.23) and proximity × condition interaction (F3,45=5.71, p=.002,
η2=0.02).
Post-hoc analysis showed that for on landmark targets, Single-Icons had more than three times the
number of scrollbar interactions (104.82/trial, s.d. 158.73) than other conditions (all p<.001). For
near landmark targets, Single-Icons again had the most number of interactions (167.34/trial, s.d.
176.93) than other three (all p<.001). Additionally, Double-Icons had approximately far fewer
interactions (10.48/trial, s.d. 37.64) than Double-Digits and Double-Letters (all p<.02).
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Figure 4.26. Analyses of the number of interactions by landmark proximity.
Our explanation for poorer performance in revisitation for near landmark targets is that in these
cases participants need to memorize both the landmark and the amount of distance from those
landmarks which increases the cognitive burden for users.
4.2.4.7 Fit to the power law of practice
To examine if there was any learning happening across blocks, we analyzed the fit of users’
revisitation time to the power law of practice [59]. Based on this law reaction time for a task
decreases with the number of repetitions of that task according to the following formula: log(Tn)
= C - α log(n) , where Tn is the time to complete trial n, C is the time on the first trial, and α is the
steepness of the learning curve. Regression analysis of task completion time across blocks for all
landmark augmented scrollbars shows that an almost perfect fit with the power law of practice
formula, with R2>.85 for all interfaces (see Figure 4.27).
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Figure 4.27. Regression analysis of task completion time across blocks for all landmark
augmented scrollbars

4.2.4.8 Subjective responses
NASA-TLX responses were also analyzed (using Friedman tests, see Table 4.1). Overall, DoubleIcons condition received lower workload scores and higher performance scores; Double-Digits
and Single-Icons conditions received higher workload and lower performance scores.
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Mental
Physical
Temporal
Performance
Effort
Frustration

Double
Letters
6.31
(2.44)
3.0
(2.28)
4.25
(2.67)
6.19
(2.37)
5.69
(2.21)
3.31
(3.24)

Double
Icons
5.0
(2.48)
2.25
(2.14)
3.19
(1.64)
7.5
(2.1)
4.38
(1.78)
1.88
(1.71)

Double
Digits
8.5
(1.1)
4.19
(3.17)
5.56
(2.66)
5.44
(2.45)
7.75
(1.24)
5.5
(3.01)

Single
Icons
6.62
(1.86)
5.31
(2.5)
4.81
(2.07)
5.62
(2.03)
6.31
(1.78)
4.44
(3.01)

 r2

p

23.76

.07

37.59 <.01
33.08 <.01
23.84

.07

23.47

.07

27.73

.02

Table 4.1. Mean (s.d.) effort scores (0-10 scale, low to high).
Post-hoc pairwise followup tests showed that Double-Icons was better than Double-Digits in most
measures (all p<.03) except for physical demand and performance. For physical demand and effort
requirement measures, Double-Icons received better scores than Single-Icons (all p<.02).
Participants’ ratings of the perceived memorability of the documents using different interfaces (on
a 0-10 scale) are shown in Table 4.2. The main clear results from this table are that Double-Icons
had more ratings of “Very Easy”, and Double-Digits had more ratings of “Hard” and “Very Hard”.
Preference counts (see Table 4.3) favored both Double-Icons and Double-Letters conditions for
all measures; however, Double-Icons was preferred for speed and accuracy measures.

Very Easy
Easy
Normal
Hard
Very Hard

Double
Letters
1
5
4
4
1

Double
Icons
5
4
6
1
0

Double
Digits
0
0
2
10
4

Single
Icons
1
5
3
6
1

Table 4.2. Count of participants rating (0-10) of the ease of memorization for different
interfaces.
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Speed
Accuracy
Memorization
Comfort
Overall

Double
Letters
4
5
6
6
6

Double
Icons
8
9
8
7
8

Double
Digits
0
1
1
1
1

Single
Icons
4
1
1
2
1

Table 4.3. Count of participants’ preferred interface on five aspects.
4.2.4.9 Participants feedback
Participant comments for the four conditions in general echo the performance results.
Two-level scrollbars provide ease of navigation: the designs expose a tradeoff between having
less cognitive load with a single scrollbar and better precision with the Double-Scrollbar designs.
Participants appeared to favour the precision of the double-level design. For instance, two
participants mentioned ease of navigation with Double-Scrollbar as an advantage: “This type of
scrollbar [double scrollbar] felt the most comfortable physically, and it was the easiest to
memorize locations within the document. I didn't have to re-click if I was off by a little bit like the
one-scrollbar icon system and I rarely needed to scroll with the mouse wheel.” Another participant
stated “… because there are two scrollbars I did not have to be as precise in where I clicked with
my mouse as I always ended up on the correct page when I clicked the second icon as opposed to
the one scrollbar where I always had to scroll quite a bit to get to the correct page since it only
got me close.” Two other participants complained about difficulty of a precise page selection with
one scroll bar: one stated “I had to re-click as I was off by a little bit in the one-scrollbar icon
[Single-Icons].”
Presence of mnemonics on the scrollbar assist with revisitation: users’ remarks on different
interfaces is in accordance with the idea that landmarks can help with the formation of spatial
memory. One of the users confirmed that association between content and landmark is easier when
icons are present: “[In Double-Icons,] I could make a story using the two icons [to remember the
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page].” Others emphasized on the superiority of icons over digits and letters: “With icons, it didn't
take me long to memorize the chapter and pages (and I could remember both without much
troubles), so it was way faster.”, “…. think I may have a better visual memory for doing my task
daily.” And “my photo memory might be better”.
Even though icons were the most popular landmark, users’ comments showed that some of them
preferred letters: “It [letters] gave the most leeway to create my own sentences to remember
pages.” Also, “I remembered letters better, it made me quicker in using the double scroll bar
interface and also I prefer this method over the others.”
At the same time, there were varying views on digits as landmarks. Some did not prefer Digits: for
example, one participant stated“Digits [in Double-Digits] required high memorization.” and
another found them difficult to associate to the content of the page, stating “I couldn't match any
feature of the document to the numbers on the scrollbar”; but one participant reported them as
easier to memorize: “digits were more helpful to memorize”.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we discuss the findings of our two studies on two-level scrollbar interfaces, present
our explanation for each of the findings, and consider how our designs can be used in real-world
settings.

5.1

DISCUSSION OF MAIN FINDINGS

In the following sections we discuss and explain the three main findings from our two studies: 1)
landmarks were useful for revisitation, 2) two columns of landmarks were better than one, and 3)
icons were better landmarks than digits or letters.
5.1.1 All landmarked scrollbars facilitated spatial revisitation
Our second study revealed that mean trial completion time of all the four artificial landmarksaugmented scrollbars (either single or double) decreased substantially (on average 45.1% decrease
for all interfaces) across blocks (e.g., see Figure 4.17). Also, regarding scrollbar interaction a
substantial decrease was noticed (25.8% on average for all blocks) from the first block to the last
(e.g., see Figure 4.18). This can be an indication that users were relying more on their spatial
memory to return to a previously-visited page simply by rapid recalling of the landmarks available
on the scrollbars. Our findings conform to previous knowledge of spatial memory interfaces, which
suggests that landmark augmentation can support better spatial memory development [4,81,82].
Our explanation for the above findings is that landmarks on the scrollbar act as reference points in
their surrounding environment to help people find locations around them; thus, their absence (in
the Standard scrollbar) makes the formation of spatial memory more difficult because there is no
landmark nearby. In other words, a lack of artificial landmarks on the scrollbar can hinder a
successful revisitation by forcing users to use the nearest available landmarks (e.g., the corners of
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the window) or estimate the absolute location of scrollbar handle (e.g., it is at 5/6 of the scrollbar
height) to find their current location in the document. These estimations are most of the time
inaccurate and, if the document is long, require many scrollbar interactions to revisit those places
in the document later. Significantly higher number of interactions and revisitation time, mentioned
at 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.2, are an indication that the presence of artificial landmarks on the scrollbar
can assist revisitation.
5.1.2 Two columns of landmarks are better than one
A previous lab study [82] showed that a single-column landmarked scrollbar can be useful in
shorter documents, but with a 900-page document, each individual landmark in the single column
covers 30 pages, which slow down the formation of spatial memory and rapid revisitation of target
pages. In this case, even if users recall the right landmark, it takes them many mouse scroll
interactions to find the right page. Our main study’s results, especially concerning the number of
interactions (see Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.18), indicate that having two columns of landmarks in
the interface improves the revisitation performance in a long document, compared to a single
column of landmarks. In this regard, Single-Icon required significantly more time, and
significantly more scrollbar interaction to find a target page compared to Double-Icon. For
example, in case of the last block of the experiment, people required 10 interactions to navigate to
the right page using Double-Icon compared to 113 interactions for Single-Icon.
We believe that the lack of fine-grained navigation in the Single-Icon design is the reason for the
high number of scrollbar interactions. It is interesting to note that users were most accurate
(counting only their first click) with the Single-Icon design (see Figure 4.21), likely because the
presence of landmarks on the scrollbar helped them find the approximate location of the page in
the document. Yet revisitations were difficult since a slight change of the scrollbar handle, even a
few millimeters, moves participants several pages away from the desired location. Therefore, they
had to then resort to scrolling in order to locate the target, thus increasing the number of
interactions (Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.18) and increasing physical demand (see Table 4.1), which
was also reflected in users comments: “… as opposed to the one scrollbar where I always had to
scroll quite a bit to get to the correct page since it only got me close.” Having two columns of
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landmarks in the scrollbar enables users to revisit pages more precisely by providing a fine-grained
navigation.
Furthermore, since we did not compare Double-Scrollbar augmented with landmark with plain
Double-Scrollbar, we cannot directly claim that the presence of landmarks in Double-Scrollbar led
to a better revisitation experience. One possible scenario can be that just the fine-grained
navigation that was offered by Double-Scrollbar was enough to assist revisitation, and landmark
augmentation did not make any difference.
However, by comparing performance of users using three different versions of Double-Scrollbar
with icons, letters and digits, we can infer that presence of landmarks had a positive impact on the
formation of spatial memory. As the study results suggest, using icons was the most effective type
of landmark augmentation, and using digits was the worst, with letters being in between. This
difference in performance suggests that if users were solely relying on fine-grained navigational
feature of Double-Scrollbar and ignored the landmarks, then performance for all three mentioned
interfaces would have been similar.
5.1.3 Icons perform better as landmarks than letters and digits
Completion time results, number of interactions, workload measures, and participant preferences
all favored icons over letter and digit landmarks. Double-Digits, as our second study suggests,
required 94% more time and 210% more interactions (e.g., for the last block Double-Digit on
average required 16892 ms and 35 interactions compared to Double-Icon with 8994 ms and 10
interactions). Furthermore, 87% of users considered memorization of the document with DoubleDigits to be “Hard” or “Very hard”, while only 6.2% of users gave these ratings for the DoubleIcon scrollbar. Several factors may have led to these results. First, even though the icons used in
Double-Icons condition were abstract (i.e., there was no connection to page content), they were
highly distinctive in shape. Each conveyed a distinct meaning that enabled users to form
connections (even made-up ones) with page contents. In some cases, connections that users created
were somewhat odd (e.g., if a page was marked by two very different icons), but people were still
able to form associations. This conforms to what is already known about memory techniques such
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as the ‘method of loci’ [67,87,92] that allow the linking of abstract concepts with concrete spatial
objects to support stronger association and thus better recollection.
As users’ comments showed, forming association by telling odd stories was one of the techniques
participants used to make the consolidation of memory easier. For instance, one user mentioned:
“I could make a story using the two icons [to remember the page].” In fact, previous studies
indicates that story telling helps participants recall items faster and with higher accuracy. For
example, Bower et. al. asked participants to memorize 12 lists of ten words using either a
traditional rehearsal method or a story-based method. The group that used narratives recalled the
lists of words six to seven times better than the other group [13]. Given the superiority of stories
in the formation of memory, we can imagine why using icons as landmarks was more effective in
creating a better revisitation experience than letters and digits.
Letters and digits lack the same degree of meaningful features (and digits more so), making it more
difficult for users to connect them with the contents of the page. Users’ comments also pointed
this difficulty out: “I couldn't match any feature of the document to the numbers on the scrollbar”;
another user reported, “It's hard to build connection between the digits and the text.” As a result,
though letters and digits were able to support spatial learning (i.e., they were spatially stable and
differentiable), users had more difficulty forming the needed associations.
The second reason is the way our brain is developed to work better with images than words and
digits. As discussed in section 2.6.1, pictures are easier to recognize, memorize, and recall than
words (the “picture superiority effect”), which has been found in many studies [22,40,75,85].
Third, the contents of the long document used in the experiment were random in order (although
pages were grouped by topic). The letters and digits were placed in ascending order, and this may
have conflicted with the existing use of letters in alphabetically-sorted documents [3]. This can be
an interesting area to explore further, as previous work showed the advantages of sorted letters for
revisiting phonebook words [3].
Fourth, (and similarly) the two columns of digits available in the Double-Digits scrollbar may have
conflicted with the idea of page numbers, which is also prevalent in most documents. The digit
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landmarks did not have any connection to the actual page numbers, and this may have caused
difficulties for some users. To revisit a page in the Double-Icons scrollbar, users needed to recall
a chunked four-digit number like ‘11-29’ (two digits from the left and two from the right scrollbar),
in a way we remember PINs for ATM. Although chunking is an efficient way to remember
numbers [37,55], memorizing several locations, each with their unique code, proved to be
challenging (e.g., reflected in Study 2’s time-out results, see Figure 4.20). As a result, participants
preferred scrolling rather than memory-based clicking on the scrollbar.

5.2

GENERALIZATION OF FINDINGS

Even though we ran our experiments in a lab setting and used a customized document viewer with
a limited number of participants, we believe our results can be generalized to real world situations.
Our quantitative and qualitative results indicate that the two-level scrollbar can be feasibly
employed in commercial software to address the problem of revisitation in long documents.
Although the Double-Scrollbar would not be the ultimate solution to revisitation problems in all
situations, and although there will be areas where it would not be as effective as other revisitation
methods (such as small-screen devices), it can be a simple and effective tool in the designers’
toolbox in many cases.
The Double-Scrollbar design is intuitive. According to intuitive design principles, an interaction
method is intuitive if its users can employ the system without having to use their reasoning and
mental processing, or having to maintain a high cognitive load [10,52]. Our analyses show that
people learned how to work with the Double-Scrollbar within a short time (through a practice
round). Then, in the experiment, they were asked to perform a few revisitation tasks. In many
cases, users were faster and more accurate working with the Double-Scrollbar, than the
conventional Single-Scrollbar as the system they have been working with for many years. Results
obtained from our workload questionnaire and preference counts, also, showed that the DoubleIcons design required less temporal demand and provided more comfort. Moreover, an intuitive
design works by relying on users’ previous knowledge without breaking users mental model. Since
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the Double-Scrollbar design is based on multiple-granularity selection, which is prevalent in some
common UI elements, such as date pickers, it is familiar to users, thus it meets many of the criteria
for an intuitive design.
Since the Double-Scrollbar design does not require a significant change in the previous interface
design paradigms, it can be easily integrated into most of the commercial software. Technically, it
is easy to implement, and once implemented, it does not require high processing power or storage
space, which makes it a useful tool to be added to previous document viewers to address
revisitation problem in long videos.
Implementation of this interaction method is straightforward. For a web-based application, the
designer should hide the existing scrollbar, add the two-level scrollbar to the interface, and map it
with the length of the document. Then, based on the size and resolution of the screen, the designer
should augment both scrollbars with landmarks. Coding all these functions in HTML, CSS, and
jQuery should not take more than 200 lines of code, and once it is coded, it can be easily added to
existing web-based frameworks, such as Vue.js and jQuery UI. Cross-platform capability of web
tools guarantees the availability of this design to a wide range of devices. The implementation
would be similar for desktop applications as well; the only challenge for desktop application
development is that support for the Double-Scrollbar design would have to be added to GUI
Software Development Kits.
Uddin, et al. [82] explored the idea of augmented slider with a video player and showed that it
would be a good solution for revisitation in non-text content. Therefore, we can assume that the
Double-Scrollbar design augmented with landmarks should works well with other types of content
that is different from the textual material used in our study (e.g., video and audio content and type
of content that is provided in a predefined symbolic form such as music notes or genome
sequence).
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5.3

USE CASE EXAMPLES

Here we provide some use case examples of Double-Scrollbar design in other settings. These use
cases are intended to explore the Double-Scrollbar’s applicability with other content, meaning it
is not limited to text viewers only, but it can be employed anywhere revisitation in long linear
sequences is needed.
5.3.1 Genome browser
People working in the fields of bioinformatics and genomics use genome browsers to analyze,
annotate, and visualize the long sequence of DNA data both in isolation and in collaborative
settings. Figure 5.1 shows a mock-up of a genome browser with two rows of artificial landmarks
on it (laid out horizontally). Locations of interest on the chromosome can be mapped to the
landmarks, and clicking on a pair of landmarks will enable users to navigate to a selected location
(zoomed at the bottom). Later, those locations can be revisited easily by remembering the
landmarks.
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Figure 5.1. Mock up genome browser

5.3.2 Video player
Videos cannot easily be navigated using a regular search method, which can make content
revisitation a challenge. Current commercial systems usually offer a small, low resolution preview
of the content to enable revisitation. However, since these previews lack details in many cases,
they fail to serve as reliable revisitation tools. Moreover, previews, due to space constraints are a
very small sample of the whole video 3. For example, Figure 5.2 shows a ten-frame preview of a
20-minute programming tutorial on YouTube [93] (one preview frame for every two minutes).

3

there are at least 36,000 frames in a 20 minutes video with 30fps
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Due to size constraints, the previews are hard to distinguish, thus it is very difficult to rely on these
previews to find a desirable part of the content.

Figure 5.2. Previews of a twenty-minutes video on YouTube timeline
In a previous study, Uddin, et al. explored the idea of augmenting timeline of a video player with
one level of icons and showed that their suggested design would help with revisitation in a short
video (132 seconds)[82]. However, when the video is long, a one-level icon-augmented timeline
does not provide enough granularity in selection. Figure 5.3 shows a mock-up of a video player
with two levels of icon landmarks. This situation would also apply to audio players, which have
even more problems with providing landmarks, as unlike video players there is no preview
available and users must solely rely on the timeline.
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Figure 5.3. Mock up video player with two levels of scrollbar augmented with icons
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Although linear navigation controls in document viewers provide a spatial representation of a
document and allow effective navigation and revisitation, they become inefficient in long
documents. We investigated the use of artificial landmarks to improve revisitation in long
documents – inspired by visual enhancements seen in books (e.g., indent cuts or page-edge marks).
We augmented a scroll-bar style controller for a linear document viewer with different artificial
landmarks—including icons, letters, and digits, in one and two columns. We tested these
landmark-augmentations in studies where participants visited and revisited multiple locations in
very long documents. All augmentation techniques improved spatial learning and revisitation
performance. Also, using two columns of landmarks resulted in the best performance, lowest effort
scores, and highest user preferences. Our studies showed that artificial landmarks would be
promising in forming strong spatial memory in long documents, and would substantially improve
revisitation performance.

6.1

CONTRIBUTIONS

Below, three main contributions of this thesis are presented:
6.1.1 All Landmark-augmented scrollbars helped with revisitation
The main study showed that revisitation time for all four augmented scrollbars (single or double)
decreased substantially across blocks, following a power law of learning [59]. This can be an
indication that people were using spatial memory to visit a previously-visited page simply by
recalling the landmarks. Our findings conform to previous knowledge of spatial memory
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interfaces, which had suggested that landmark-augmentation can support spatial memory
development.
6.1.2 The use of two columns of landmarks is feasible
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.18 show that participants were more successful in revisiting pages when
two columns of landmarks were present. Both studies showed that two columns of icon landmarks
improved revisitation performance compared to a single column of icons—both in terms of time
and number of interactions. Having two columns of landmarks in the scrollbar enabled users to
revisit pages more precisely (fewer interactions) by connecting two landmarks to the page of
interest.
6.1.3 The Double-Icon design provided the best performance
Completion time results, number of interactions, workload measures, and participant preferences
were all in favor of icons over letter and digit landmarks. We believe icons have greater potential
to convey a distinct meaning, enabling users to form connections with the content of their desired
pages and form stronger spatial memories. In contrast, letters and digits did not assist in making
useful associations.

6.2

FUTURE WORK

6.2.1 Different document content
The two studies showed that using two columns of landmarks can improve document revisitation
in situations where one column of landmarks is too coarse. We believe two-column landmark
scrollbars could be integrated easily into existing interaction paradigms to enhance revisitation
experience for non-text documents, such as long video clips, podcasts, and data types that are
represented as symbols (e.g., genomic data). As a result, examining how people make the
association with landmark when the document is not text, can be a new direction to be explored.
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6.2.2 Auto extracted icons
In both studies presented in this thesis, we used random icons with no relation to the content of the
page they were mapped to. However, investigating the impact of icons’ relevance to content can
be another direction for future investigation. Even though we could not find any research
specifically on the topic of the impact of landmark relevance to the formation of spatial memory,
we believe there are two areas of interest.
One body of research indicates that story telling helps participants recall items faster and with
higher accuracy (e.g. Bower’s study showed that a narrative-based memorization strategy led to
much better recall [13]). Given the superiority of relevant stories in the formation of memory, we
are interested in whether icons that match the content can be recalled faster and with higher
precision.
On the other hand, there are other studies indicating that odd stories are more memorable. For
instance, one study asked participants to recognize two group of photos that had been shown to
them two days before. Photos in the first group were images of random objects such as animals,
cars, people, etc. The second group comprised of photos which were striking and out of the
ordinary (for example, a dog holding a pipe). Participants were able to distinguish 66% of photos
in the first group and 88% of photos in the second group, suggesting that odd stories can help with
the formation of strong memories [77]. Consequently, we can imagine the presence of random
icons on the scrollbar force users to make stories that are odd or out-of-context, which could lead
to more efficient revisitation.
6.2.3 Small-screen devices
An interesting area of future research is the use of multi-level scrollbars in small devices. First, the
view port in handheld devices is smaller which may make it difficult to include a large number of
landmarks. Moreover, unlike desktop and laptop devices which enable pixel-level accuracy of
selection, the “fat finger problem” reduces selection accuracy on small-screen devices. This is a
problem for revisitation in handheld devices because navigation to a part of a document using a
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scrollbar require a precise movement of scrollbar handle, which is very difficult if not impossible
when using a fingertip to work with touch screens.
There are other challenges in augmenting scrollbars with landmarks in small screens. For instance,
due to space constraints, scrollbars in most small screens are hidden until the user starts to navigate
in the document. The hidden scrollbar could hamper the formation of spatial memory as the
underlying assumption in augmenting a scrollbar with landmarks is that users can form spatial
memory as they use the document (i.e., they can see the scrollbar all the time). Another challenge,
also due to the size of small devices, is that we cannot have as many landmarks on the scrollbar,
which limits the number of pages that can be selected precisely using the two-level scrollbar.
6.2.4 More than two levels of scrollbars
It will also be interesting to examine the efficiency of a triple-scrollbar design, which might require
more mental effort but offers more precise navigation. This design could be beneficial in different
areas, such as small-screen devices where the height of the device reduces the number of icons in
each column, or in very long documents (e.g., a genome sequence).
One of our major concerns about the two-level scrollbar is that it would force the memorization of
two sets of icons that would lead to the increase of the mental work load and distraction from the
main goal of revisitation. However, our study suggested that people are willing to trade a little
more mental load for a faster and more accurate navigation which is offered in the two-scrollbar
design.
In the area of Geocoding (converting address to coordinates), a company called what3words [94]
has divided the map of the earth into a grid of 3m x 3m squares and assigned each a unique
combination of three words (e.g., “tests.doctors.eggs” for the Thorvaldson building at the
University of Saskatchewan). They claim that their system eliminates the effort of dealing with
lengthy numbers by replacing latitude and longitudes with simple words, thus, decreasing
ambiguity and increasing memorability of locations.
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Users’ positive experience in working with hierarchical menus can be another indication that users
might be able to work reasonably well with the triple-scrollbar design. Hierarchical menus
organize content in different levels to provide ease of information retrieval when the arrangement
of information is unstructured. However, Miller, et. al. reported that the accuracy and speed in
target acquisition in the hierarchical menus can be highly dependent on breadth (number of icons
in each level) and depth (number of levels) of the menu [54]. In his experiment, Miller investigated
the difference in users’ performance when working with four varieties of menu depth and breath.
He reported that an increase in depth can negatively impact users’ short-term memory by
increasing information overload. On the other hand, an increase in breadth increases accuracy but
at the same time leads to screen clutter, and is not probably a good solution for the small screen.
6.2.5 Combination with other techniques
The idea of landmark-augmented scrollbars can also be used with previous methods to increase
their effectiveness. For instance, visualizing bookmarks and “Read Wear” on the scrollbar proved
to be effective in some cases. Laakso’s bookmarking [45] and Alexander’s Footprints [4] both
have the advantage of representing read-wear or bookmarks on the scrollbar. This design allows
for an immediate access to the revisitation marks, which seems to be an efficient way of
representing them in terms of speed, the number of errors, and user preference [4], although these
techniques are more effective with fewer number of bookmarks.
In a scrollbar-based bookmarking system, similar-looking squares are used to represent the
revisitation marks (see Figure 6.1 A), and these marks do not possess enough features to
distinguish them from the rest the revisitation marks. Due to this lack of distinctiveness, once there
are several revisitation marks present, people need to remember which revisitation mark was
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mapped to which part of the content. Rapid and effective revisitation depends on people easily
recalling which revisitation mark is mapped to which part of the content. Therefore, exploring
landmark-augmented revisitation marks can be a direction to enhance revisitation experience even
further and thus an interesting opportunity for research.

Figure 6.1. A: Unadorned bookmarks on the scrollbar. B: Icon-augmented bookmarks on
the scrollbar

In conclusion, we showed that linear navigation controls in document viewers do not provide
sufficient support for the formation of spatial memory; therefore, in long documents their
effectiveness for revisitation is questionable. We explored the idea of the Double-Scrollbar
augmented with artificial landmarks to help both the formation of spatial memory and precise
navigation of long documents. We compared icons, letters, and digits as three types of common
landmarks, and reported on the effectiveness of each one. Our results show that all landmark93

augmentation techniques improved spatial learning, and that two levels of icon landmarks
improved revisitation performance significantly compared to other interfaces.
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